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Abstract 
GorUp is an Information Retrieval system that provides 
information about the contents of audio broadcast news in 
Basque, Spanish, and French. Since the resources available for 
Basque in general, and for this task in particular, were very 
few, data optimization methodologies had to be applied in 
various phases of the development. Moreover, the 
agglutinative nature of Basque required the use of morphemes 
and other sub-word units. Additionally, some keyword 
spotting and semantic methods have been also applied in the 
system in order to retrieve information properly. In most of the 
cases, the methods employed during this project could suit the 
requirements of many under-resourced languages, and one of 
these techniques could be the ontology-based approach. This 
paper presents the system in general for Basque and 
emphasizes the techniques employed in order to enhance the 
system using a semantic ontology. 
 
Index Terms: Under-resourced languages, sub-word units, 
Information Retrieval, Ontology. 

1. Introduction 
Audio Information Retrieval systems are one of the 

challenges the scientific community has. The difficulty of the 
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) tasks in general 
increases in this area because of the unexpected feature of the 
data to be retrieved.  ASR tasks are much easier to tackle if the 
training and expected data has been elicited in controlled 
conditions (for example, with a close manageable dictionary). 
On the contrary, ASR tasks involving broadcast news have 
several complications and the error rates tend to be high. Thus, 
some knowledge has to be applied in order to extract useful 
information out of the error-prone results of the baseline 
system. The challenge of such a system becomes 
overwhelming when it has to deal with under-resourced 
languages such as Basque and when appropriate language 
resources are not available for the given task (for example a 
big dataset of noisy data). What could be done in these cases? 
A humble approach could be useful, and common sense says it 
is a good challenge to try techniques that take much out of few 
resources instead of using brute force techniques. 

GorUp is an Audio Information Retrieval system that 
combines some state-of-the-art techniques in order to retrieve 
useful information out of audio broadcast news recordings. 
This system has been developed by the University of the 
Basque Country and the enterprises Irunweb and Insima. The 
primary client of the system’s first version is Infozazpi, an 
Internet radio station that broadcasts in Basque, French, and 
Spanish. This paper presents the system for Basque language. 

Table 1. Resources Inventory 
 

Language  
BCN Audio 
hh:mm:ss 

Transcription 
Xml/hh:mm:ss 

Textual 
Database 

Basque 2:55:00 2:55:00 2M 
 

The design of the system is flexible, so even if it is now 
employed as an audio information management tool, it could 
also be used as a tool for people with hearing problems. It has 
to be remarked that Infozazpi is a small radio station with 
critically few resources, and in consequence the system had to 
be developed with their own audio recordings and few other 
language resources. As it has been mentioned before, this lack 
of resources is worse given the minority nature of Basque 
[1,2]1. Therefore, the experience shown in this work could be 
useful for the development of similar information retrieval 
systems for other under-resourced languages, since these kinds 
of scenarios are often found in these cases [3,4,5]. 
Next section describes the resources and the features of 
Basque, in order to understand the system in a clearer way. 
Section 3 presents the description of the whole system, section 
4 analyses the experimentation and finally, some conclusions 
and explained in section 5. 

2. Resources and features of the language 
The basic audio resources used in this work have been mainly 
provided by Broadcast News sources. Specifically, Infozazpi 
has provided audio and text data from their news bulletins 
(parallel corpus) [2]. The texts have been processed to create 
XML files which include information of distinct speakers, 
noises, and sections of the speech files and transcriptions. The 
transcriptions for Basque also include morphological 
information such as each word’s lemma and Part-Of-Speech 
tags. The Resources Inventory is described in table 1 [2]. 
Table 2 describes the Sound Inventories for Basque in the 
SAMPA notation. All resources have a high cross-lingual 
appearance with regard to words, sentences and pronunciation. 

Table 2. Sound Inventories for Basque in the SAMPA 
notation 

Sound Type Basque 
Plosives p b t d k g c 

Affricates ts ts´ tS 
Fricatives gj jj f B T D s s´ S x G Z v h 

Nasals m n J 
Liquids l L r rr 

Vowel glides w j 
Vowels i e a o u @ 

                                                                 
 
1  This work has been partially supported by the Basque 
Government, IKERTU grant programme. 
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3.  The GorUp system 
3.1. Description of the system 
The main goal of the GorUp system is to manage audio 
information in order to retrieve it from the recordings and 
make it available in the form of keywords and highlights of the 
most relevant information. This way, it could be quite 
straightforward to extend the system so it could be accessible 
for people with hearing impairments or technical difficulties to 
listen to the radio online. In order to achieve this aim, the 
system has to be robust in under-resourced conditions, and 
should be able to search information by semantic queries 
and/or by keywords. In a few words, the system relies on ASR 
methods, Knowledge Bases, Ontologies, and metadata in order 
to enhance the search results [6,7]. 
The system provides a robust tool to do tasks such as:  

1. Provide relevant information to become audio information 
accessible to people with hearing problems.   

2. Provide relevant information to be indexed by Internet 
search engine robots. 

3. Access to audio information by semantic queries or 
keywords 

4. Annotate automatically audio information 
5. Highlight the most relevant concepts and information to 

tag the news program in order to make it more attractive 
6. Manage Internet audio-information 

3.2. Architecture 
The system architecture (figure 1) is based in four main 
independent sub-systems: 

1. The Data system 
2. The Semantic Speech Recognition (SSR) System 
3. The Information-Retrieval System 
4. The Auto-Learning System 
5. The Interface 

The developed multitask modular architecture provides a 
robust tool to carry out queries and other system tasks in a 
parallel way.  
3.2.1. The Data-System (DS) 

3.2.1.1 Knowledge Base 
The Knowledge Base (KB) is created by expert criteria and 
topics lists provided by the radio. The semantic concepts of the 
KB are based on appropriated classes: culture, sports, politics, 
etc. All of the classes and sub-classes will be finally adapted to 
the real resources during the semantic annotation stage. These 
are divided in subclasses by hierarchical categories as: general 
politics, Basque general politics, etc. An appropriate weight is 
assigned to each of them. The system will have two areas: the 
historical and the actual area. 

3.2.1.1.1 Semantic concept 
The semantic concepts can be words, lemmas, morphemes or 
sub-words or chains of any of the previous. The use of lemmas 
and morphemes is due to the presence of Basque that is an 
agglutinative language with a special morpho-syntactic 
structure inside the words. The use of pseudo-morphemes is an 
appropriate approach for this language (Lopez de Ipina et al., 
2002). This approach is based on morpheme segmentation 
where critically short morphemes (with longitude of 1 or 2 
character and sounds with very low recognition rate) are not 
segmented, such as, k (plural particle) or a (determined 
article).  

 
Figure 1: Audio Information Retrieval system architecture  

Thus, the vocabulary size is reduced about 60% with regards 
to the vocabulary size of words. Moreover, when pseudo-
morphemes are used, the coverage is better and complete 
coverage is easily achieved, and the Out-Of-Vocabulary 
(OOV) rate is also smaller. For other languages (French and 
Spanish) we will use words in the ontology definition. Sub-
words are used mainly to overcome the under-resourced 
problem.   

3.2.1.1.2 Metadata 
All other information is considered as metadata. The provided 
metadata have information provided by radio resources such 
as: general description, semantic concepts, keywords, dates, 
duration, category, language, broadcasting hour and date, and 
speakers that appear in the recordings.  

3.2.1.2 Ontology 
In order to enhance the selection of classes and subclasses 
(concepts and sub-concepts) of units an ontology has been 
designed using the tool Protège. The ontology is based on 
expert criteria. The tool Ontograf converts the domain model 
of our ontology into a directed graph with semantic concepts 
as nodes and relations as edges that are easy to manage. After 
that, in order to find the shortest path between two concepts, 
the single source shortest path algorithm of Dijkstra is used 
[8]. Given a concept representation ,, the 
algorithm runs once for each concept. The algorithm calculates 
minimal paths from a source node to all other nodes. 
Then, in a first approach the minimal paths connecting a given 
concept   with every other concept in CR (excluding   
itself) are selected, resulting in a  matrix of the respective 
paths. To score the minimal paths connecting all concepts with 
each other in a given CR, we first adopted a method proposed 
in [9] and scores coherence of alternative sentence 
interpretations against graphs. Thus the concepts were 
represented as nodes in an isa hierarchy and their semantic 
relations were represented as edges. As defined in [9], 

, is the set of direct relations (both isa and 
semantic relations) that can connect two nodes (concepts); and 

,  is the set of corresponding weights, where 
the weight of each isa relation is set to 0 and that of each other 
relation to 1 . 
For each two concepts ,  the set , denotes 
the scores of all possible paths that link the two concepts. The 
score for path , can be given as:  
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Figure 2 The system’s Ontology

where   represents the number of times the relation  exists 
in path k . The ensuing distance between two concepts    and 

   is, then, defined as the minimum score derived between  
   and   , i.e: 

 
The algorithm selects the path with the smallest weight from 
all the set of paths between two concepts, i.e. the cheapest. 
The distances between all concept pairs in CR are summed up 
to a total score. The set of concepts with the lowest aggregate 
score represents the combination with the highest semantic 
relatedness. In the present system, semantic coherence scores 
are computed by a semi-automatic method guided by expert 
criteria. The disambiguation process is carried out by a sub-
weight coherence based on semantic and the mentioned expert 
criteria.  
3.2.2. The Semantic Speech Recognition System 
The Semantic Speech Recognition System (SSR) is formed by 
two components: 

- A concept based Keyword-Spotting system which 
recognizes the concepts and keywords of the KB. 

- The Ontology 
In Keyword Spotting systems, during Automatic Speech 
Recognition (ASR) process, the presence of Out Of 
Vocabulary (OOV) units within the speech signal can produce 
a negative effect on the recognition performance.  
One classical method of solving this problem is the use of 
filler models to absorb the unwanted OOV utterances. 
Moreover fillers can give valuable information to construct a 
hypothetical OOV unit with their combination. This approach 
becomes extreme interesting in the case of under-resourced 
language where In Vocabulary (IV) units are few. During the 
process, balance between accepting IV words and rejecting 
OOV words can be achieved by adjusting the values of the 
Word Insertion Penalty and the Filler Insertion Penalty.  
A set of 54 sub-word units is selected for the ASR system 
(based on data-driven models) in order to optimize the audio 
resources available. Then a number of different metrics have 
been applied for measuring similarities among cross-language 
phonetic models [18]. Finally, the ontology completes the 
recognition system extracting semantic information. 
3.2.3. The Information Retrieval System 
Two tasks are essential to develop an Information Retrieval 
(IR) system: in the one hand, the processing and annotation of 

the data in order to integrate it in the Data System, and in the 
other hand the way the semantic query is formed.  
3.2.3.1 Semantic annotation  
The system uses data provided by the archive of the radio 
station. Online collaborators also provide extra documents 
from others sources. All audio data is processed, annotated, 
classified and loaded into the Data System as metadata. 
Automatic annotation is carried out with audio resources. The 
SSR system is used to annotate not only relevant keyword 
spotting, but also relative concepts (classes and sub-classes). 
OOV units are loaded during the process to be used in the 
Auto-Learning stage. 

3.2.3.2 Semantic query 
During the retrieval stage, the user makes a query based on 
keywords and/or concepts. This input is processed by the 
semantic KB, guided by the DS ontology described above. The 
obtained information is indexed and presented to the user with 
regard to previously chosen criteria. The ontology based 
search engine outputs the N-best answer for our query with 
regard to the scores managed by the Ontology System. 
3.2.4. The Auto-Learning System 
One of the most critical points for under-resourced languages 
is the search of new resources to improve the developed 
system. In GorUp we introduce a new Auto-Learning system 
that makes use of all on-line and off-line inputs of the system 
to train and update the basic units. The inputs taken into 
account are the queries, the information provided by 
collaborators, some free similar audio files and new Infozazpi 
broadcasting recordings. 
 

Table 3 Example of one Ontology´s class and its sub-classes 
and weights 

subclasses Vocabulary for Politics class (LUi) wi 
- Politics 
Groups 

ALDERDI-POPULARREKO,ALDERDI-
SOZIALISTA,ARALARREK,BATASUNAK, CHUNTA-
ARAGONESISTAKO,ERC,EUSKO-ALKARTASUNA,  

1 

- General 
Politics 
Groups 

ALDERDIA,ALDERDIAK, ALDERDI- 
DESBERDINETAKO-ORDEZKARIEKIN, 
LEHENDAKARI, ORDEZKARI, KONTSEILUKO, 
INSTITUZIO 

2 

… … … 

-Judicial ABOKATUAK, AUZI, AUZIPERATUA, AUZITEGI 
NAGUSIAN, EPAILE, EPAITEGI, BARNE SAIALA 

4 
… … … 
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Figure 2: (a) WER and Correct Word Rate for different Acoustic Model sets and fillers (SYL, Allophone, sub-word), (b) 
Result for the Semantic Recognition System GorUp, Concept Error Rate (CER) and Sub-Concept Error Rate  

3.2.5. The interface 
The interface of the system has three main goals: 

1. Semantic Query: The user will introduce a word, lemma o 
sub-word, or concept and the system will present the 
associated information ordered by the following 
characteristics: chronologic list, broadcasting date, topic, 
area, and/or semantic concepts, program to present the 
most relevant information. 

2. The system has to provide keywords and/or concepts about 
the information. 

3. It also has to provide a user-friendly tool for the radio 
employees and external collaborators in order to manage 
and add information to the system. 

4. Experimentation 
The experimentation is carried out only with 1000 sentences 
from Infozazpi radio in Basque: 700 different words, 6 
concepts and about 30 sub-concepts. The database is small and 
with a high level of noise. In a first stage the input signal is 
transformed and characterized with a set of 13 Mel Frequency 
Cepstral (MFCC), energy and their dynamic components, 
taken into account the high level of noise in the signal (42 
features). The frame period was 10 milliseconds, the FFT uses 
a Hamming window and the signal had first order pre-
emphasis applied using a coefficient of 0.97. The filter-bank 
had 26 channels. Finally, Semantic Speech Recognition (SSR) 
experiments have been carried out with GorUp system. Figure 
2 (a) shows better performance for Semantic Concept 
Recognition mainly when GorUp system uses as fillers 
syllables and lemma- and morpheme- based sub-words. Figure 
2 (a) and (b). The obtained results were finally supervised by a 
specialist user (journalists) who reported a high degree of 
satisfaction not only with regard to the visual information 
provided by the automatic support system, but also the results. 
The specialist prefers in any case the results obtained in the 
Semantic Sub-Concept Recognition. In future work, new 
ontologies will be developed and the system will be also 
improved with new algorithms and components. 

5. Concluding Remarks 
GorUp is an Audio Information Retrieval system that 

combines some state-of-the-art techniques in order to retrieve 
useful information out of audio broadcast news recordings. 
This system has been developed by the University of the 
Basque Country and the enterprises Irunweb and Insima. The 

primary client of the system’s first version is Infozazpi, an 
Internet radio station that broadcasts in Basque, French, and 
Spanish. This paper presents the system in general for Basque 
and emphasizes the techniques employed in order to enhance 
the system using a semantic ontology. Therefore, the 
experience shown in this work could be useful for the 
development of similar information retrieval systems for other 
under-resourced languages, since these kinds of scenarios are 
far too often found in these cases. The obtained results during 
Semantic Recognition were supervised by specialist users 
(journalists) who demonstrate a high degree of satisfaction not 
only with regard to the visual information provided by the 
automatic support system but also for the results. The system 
obtains good performance in both concepts and sub-concepts 
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